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New Products and Features
Hardware Features
Spirent N12U: The NextGen Chassis
Introducing Spirent N12U chassis with upgraded power and cooling capabilities as well as higher
capacity management connections. Spirent N12U chassis is designed to provide the highest
density, higher speed support and ten times higher bandwidth for data off-load and management
functions for the next generation of test modules.
Highlights
•
•
•

Spirent N12U is supported on Spirent TestCenter 5.01 and later releases
All modules currently supported by the Spirent TestCenter application on SPT-N11U and
SPT-N4U are supported on SPT-N12U, including the carrier cards.
Newer generation cards, requiring higher power and cooling (provided by SPT-N11U and
SPT-N4U) will be supported on SPT-N12U. The first such module is Spirent FX3 Quint
Speed QSFP28 6-PORT. These modules have a hardware key mechanism preventing
installation in SPT-N11U and SPT-N4U.
Refer to Getting Started with Spirent TestCenter for detailed specifications.

Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Less rack space and more power than equivalent competing systems
Intelligent power and fan control
Scales to over 14 terabits of traffic per second
Supports up to 576 25G or 10G ports, 288 50G ports, 144 100G or 40G ports, 48 200G, or
24 400G Ethernet ports per chassis
Built-in LCD screen with controls for real-time chassis status and administration
Built-in timing synchronization capability
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NMEA External Timing Receiver Support
Spirent TestCenter release 5.01 introduces support for NMEA External Timing Receivers.
The setup information for the Calnex/NMEA GPS device is described below, including helpful
screen captures.
There are hundreds of GPS devices on the market that support the NMEA0183 standard. Calnex
Option 132 Rb/GPS Frequency Reference device is the only NMEA GPS receiver formally
qualified with Spirent TestCenter and sold by Spirent Communications (ACC-1020C;
ACCESSORY, GPS KIT). With the Calnex device, users should connect a GPS antenna, 1PPS,
10MHz and Serial/RS232 communication as illustrated:

For devices other than the Calnex Option 132, users should reference their device manual to
configure the RS232 to use a 9600 baud rate and output RMC messages.
Once the Calnex device is connected to the GPS antenna, it requires 24 hours for it to lock onto
the satellites (per Calnex spec). Lock status can be visually validated by observing the Track/Sync
LED on the front panel of the Calnex device.
Configure the Spirent Chassis to use this Calnex device as the source from the admin menu:

Type: “etr device NMEA” to select NMEA GPS source.
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When the chassis has synchronized to the Calnex GPS device, users can change the Clock
Source to “GPS” from the Spirent Test Center GUI:

Spirent C50-KIT-11AX-1-V2
Spirent TestCenter release 5.01 introduces a new Spirent C50 11AX platform with the latest IEEE
802.11ax support. The WLAN interfaces installed in the highly integrated C50 Appliance consist of
multiple IEEE 802.11ax radios, providing maximum user configurability and flexibility to emulate
various IEEE 802.11ax clients and other legacy 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac clients on either 2.4GHz or
5GHz band.
The newly designed 802.11ax radio interface supports features such as MU-MIMO, OFDMA,
longer symbol duration, BSS color, etc. introduced in 802.11ax standard. A single WLAN radio
supports 802.11ax clients with different spatial stream configurations up to 8 spatial streams for the
best realistic client emulation scenarios in either conductive or OTA mode.
Designed for testing WLAN network infrastructure devices, the intended DUTs include the latest
802.11ax carrier or enterprise thin APs with controllers, consumer grade 802.11ax APs, and
integrated broadband WLAN gateway with 802.11ax support. Spirent TestCenter WLAN solutions
offer the best in class traffic generation and analysis for testing functionality, performance, and
scalability.
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A dedicated radio interface is included to generate certain radar signals required by the regulators
such as FCC, ETSI, Japan-MIC, Korea, and China Telecom, etc. on 5GHz DFS band that is
unlicensed but shared with many applications including weather radars and WLAN.
With this tester, users can easily validate the compliance of 802.11 APs to the latest regulatory
mandated DFS requirements on 5GHz band. Both manual and automated test cases are provided,
covering regulators requirements with multi-trial testing, detection probability testing, and detection
bandwidth testing. The statistical results reported for those test cases include critical DFS timing
characteristics that an AP under test can support.

MX2-11AX-2-V2
The MX2 WLAN 802.11ax test module offers the highest performance and consists of multiple
IEEE 802.11 radios. The newly designed 802.11ax radio interface supports those exciting features
such as MU-MIMO, OFDMA, longer symbol duration, BSS color, etc. introduced in 802.11ax
standard. It provides the maximum user configurability and flexibility to emulate various IEEE
802.11ax clients and other legacy 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac clients on either 2.4GHz or 5GHz band. A
single WLAN radio supports 802.11ax clients with different spatial stream configurations up to 8
spatial streams for the best realistic client emulation scenarios in either conductive or OTA mode.
Designed for testing WLAN network infrastructure devices, the intended DUTs include the latest
802.11ax carrier or enterprise thin APs with access controllers (AC), consumer grade 802.11ax
APs, and integrated broadband WLAN gateway with 802.11ax support. Spirent TestCenter WLAN
solutions offer the best in class traffic generation and analysis for testing functionality,
performance, and scalability.
A dedicated radio interface is included to generate certain radar signals required by the regulators
such as FCC, ETSI, Japan-MIC, Korea, and China Telecom, etc. on 5GHz DFS band that is
unlicensed but shared with many applications including weather radars and WLAN.
With this tester, users can easily validate the compliance of 802.11 APs to the latest regulatory
mandated DFS requirements on 5GHz band. Both manual and automated test cases pro-vided
cover the regulators requirements with multi-trial testing, detection probability testing, and
detection bandwidth testing. The statistical results reported for those test cases include critical
DFS timing characteristics that an AP under test can support.
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The following new 802.11ax features are supported on C50-KIT-11AX-1-V2 and MX2-11AX-2-V2:
Configurable 2-radio or 3-radio Profile
Configurable 2-radio or 3-radio per NIC profiles with a default 3-radio configuration. With 3-radio
configuration, each Wi-Fi NIC can support up to 2 4x4 MIMO on 5GHz 1 4x4 MIMO on 2.4GHz.
With 2-radio configuration, each Wi-Fi NIC can support up to 1 8x8 MIMO on 5GHz and 1 4x4 on
2.4GHz.

C50 with 2-Radio Port Placement

C50 with 3-Radio Port Placement

64 Emulated Clients per Radio
Supports total 384 clients per C50 or MX2 test module with 256 on 5GHz and 128 on 2.4GHz.
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Advanced Wi-Fi Statistics for Downlink

Downlink OFDMA Testing
Provides up to 4 RU support on 5GHz for downlink OFDMA testing. Possible RU types are outlined
in the following table, based on the IEEE 802.11 standard.

Downlink MU-MIMO Testing
Supports up to 4 clients per MU group on 5GHz band for downlink MU-MIMO testing. With either
4x4 or 8x8 MIMO APs, possible MU group scenarios are summarized in the table below.
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Software Features
4x50G Auto Negotiation and Link Training
4x50G Auto Negotiation and Link Training are now supported on 2-port 400G test modules that
support 50G speed. Test modules that support 50G speed are:
•
•
•

DX3-400GQ-T2
PX3-400GQ-T2
DX3-400GDF-T2

IEEE 802.1Qbv Time Aware Shaper Advanced Rx Analysis for FX2/MX2 1G & NIC-65
Performance Mode has been added to FX2-1G, MX2-1G, and NIC-65. In this mode, the resources
for 2 ports are combined to provide advanced deep analysis for Time Aware Traffic Shaping. In this
mode the port density is reduced by ½ in the port group used.
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•
•
•

STC-Default Mode: 4 ports in a port group.
STC-AdvTSN Mode: TSN mode that supports 802.1Qbv Rx Analyzer, 2 ports in a port group.
Switching mode will reboot port group.

“Qbv Filter Settings” and “Qbv Bucket List” parameters are configured in the traffic analyzer tab.

Results are based on packet arrival time with respect to Gate Opening Events as defined in the
Analyzer tab. A maximum of 8 filters/queues can be presented in the results.
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The results of the Qbv analyzer are available in Spirent TestCenter IQ. In TestCenter IQ settings,
select “Qbv Results” in the Result Selector to enable the feature.
In the TestCenter IQ page (2nd screen capture), find Qbv Stream Results in Views and drag out.
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IEEE 1588v2 Mixed Mode Support
Mixed mode supports Mixed Multicast and Unicast operation when Delay Request and Delay
Response are used in the measurement of the network propagation delay. The purpose is to
eliminate handling of Delay_Req, and Delay_Resp messages at PTP Ports which are listening to
the PTP multicast addresses but are not the intended recipient of the PTP messages. In mixed
multicast/unicast operation, Announce messages are sent as multicast messages. Delay_Req and
Delay_Resp messages are sent as unicast PTP messages. Sync and Follow_Up (for two-step
PTP Instances) are sent as multicast PTP messages.
In Mixed Mode, when configured as:
• Multicast: All the messages of PTP are communicated over Multicast address.
• Unicast: All the messages of PTP are communicated over Unicast address.
• Mixed Mode: Announce, Sync, Follow Up shall be communicated over Multicast address and
Delay request and Delay response shall be communicated over Unicast address.
User Interface

The following results have been added under “IEEE1588v2 Clock Results”
•

DroppedDelayRequestCount

•

DroppedDelayResponseCount

•

DroppedSyncCount

•

DroppedFollowUpCount
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IoT CoAP Server Emulation (Requires New License BPK-1369 CoAP M2M Server Emulation
with DTLS Support)
Spirent TestCenter 5.01 adds support for IoT protocol testing for CoAP Server emulation and in the
M2M framework. The following new RFCs are supported as part of CoAP server emulation.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RFC 7252 Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP)
RFC 7641 Observing Resources in the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP)
RFC 3986 Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)
RFC 6690 Constrained RESTful Environments (CoRE) Link Format
LwM2M Client & Server with Full Stack Implementation
DTLS Support over UDP for IPv4 (RFC 7250)
CoAP Message Types Supported - Bootstrapping, GET, PUT, POST, and DELETE

To configure CoAP Server Emulation, enable the IoT checkbox in the Technology Selector on the
Spirent TestCenter UI main menu.

When CoAP is enabled from the technology selector, you can add the device or device block
(more than one device counts as one) and enable the “Active” checkbox under the server
emulation.
You can also enable/disable the DTLS option for Authentication method. The 5.01 release only
supports the IPv4 version of CoAP with Content-Format using the lwm2m tlv method.

Click “Resource Configuration” to add resource types as shown in the screen capture.
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You can configure custom message types for functional or negative testing as shown.

Spirent TestCenter IQ for CoAP Results
Per-port results have been added in the Spirent TestCenter IQ results view for these message
counts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rx Request type count
Tx Response count
Rx Request Rate
Tx Response rate
Session up/down count
Tx Error Response count

4-Byte AS Increment Support
Spirent TestCenter 5.01 release includes 4-Byte AS number increment support across multiple
devices.
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Spirent TestCenter Enhanced L4-7
Spirent TestCenter Enhanced L4-7 test solution enables users to generate full state application
and protocol traffic within a Spirent TestCenter configuration. Available on the industry-leading
Spirent TestCenter platform, it provides users within a single GUI and automation framework to
conduct concurrent Layer 2-3 and Layer 4-7 application traffic. The solution supports basic routing
with BGP routes. Up to 500 routes per port can be created.
The Spirent Enhanced L4-7 test solution uses Spirent’s TestCenter IQ to provide enhanced
troubleshooting and reporting, enabling users to quickly manipulate results, to sort and filter data,
and easily drill-down and data mine to identify problems and discover trends. The capability to
correlate real time L2-7 data plane and control plane values is an industry-first and helps
dramatically simplify troubleshooting. User defined thresholds for health indicators, which help
automatically isolate and present relevant data from millions of test data points, are also unique to
this solution. With more coverage and information, users can answer questions faster in a single
test run, where other tools require multiple runs.
Refer to the Spirent TestCenter Release Notes for a list of supported hardware.
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Spirent TestCenter IQ
Spirent TestCenter release 5.01 includes the following enhancements.
•

User specified disk usage
o Spirent TestCenter IQ has added the ability for the user to specify how much disk space
they want to use for a given test. TestCenter IQ continues to collect data until the userspecified limit is reached, at which point a warning is displayed to the user, and all IQ
data collection is stopped. This is in addition to the already available options where the
user can choose which specific counters to collect or ignore, as well as control over
collection frequency.

•

Auto selection of raw-stream configuration and learned properties
o When a new test is started, TestCenter IQ automatically selects certain configuration
and learned properties for collection. Prior to release 5.01, this feature was only
available for bound streams. Release 5.01 extends this functionality to raw streams.

•

Custom Test Support
o The Spirent TestCenter Custom Test wizard now has an option to use TestCenter IQ
for custom test results. A new default profile, as well as a new report template,
have been added to display results and generate custom test reports.
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Spirent Support
To obtain technical support for Spirent Communications products, please contact our Support
Services department using any of the following methods:

Americas
E-mail: support@spirent.com
Web: https://support.spirent.com
Toll Free: +1 800-SPIRENT (+1 800-774-7368) (North America)
Phone: +1 818-676-2616
Hours: Monday through Friday, 05:00 to 17:00 Pacific Time

Europe, Middle East, Africa
E-mail: support@spirent.com
Web: https://support.spirent.com
Phone: +33 (1) 6137 2270 (France)
Phone: +44 1803 546333 (UK)
Hours: Monday through Thursday, 09:00 to 18:00, 9:00 to 17:00 Friday, Paris Time

Asia Pacific
E-mail: support@spirent.com
Web: https://support.spirent.com
Phone: +86 (400) 810-9529 (toll-free mainland China only)
Phone: +86 (10) 8233 0033 (China)
Operating Hours: Monday through Friday, 09:00 to 18:00 Beijing Time

Company Address
Spirent Communications, Inc.
27349 Agoura Road
Calabasas, CA 91301
USA

The latest versions of user manuals, application notes, and software and firmware updates are
available on the Spirent Communications Customer Service Center website at
https://support.spirent.com.
Information about Spirent Communications and its products and services can be found on the main
company website at https://www.spirent.com.
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